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By now, hundreds (thousands?) of searches for new
physics at the LHC.
No sign of new physics yet…
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99.9999% of the searches at the LHC are model-specific.
Are we covering every possibility?
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null hypothesis (Standard Model only). The categorization of a search’s degree of model
(in)dependence requires consideration of both of these components. Figure ?? illustrates how
to characterize model independence for both BSM sensitivity and SM background specificity.
We will now consider each in turn.
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Figure 1. A graphical representation of searches for new particles in terms of the background and
signal model dependence for achieving signal sensitivity (a) and background specificity (b). The Model
Unspecific Search for New Physics (MUSiC) [? ? ] and General Search [? ? ? ] strategies are
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Figure 6. A histogram of the classifier output for a neural network trained to distinguish ‘data’
(Pythia) and ‘simulation’ (Herwig) in the signal region.
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Figure 1: The schematic diagram of an autoencoder. The input is mapped into a low(er) dimensional
representation, in this case 6-dim, and then decoded.
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threshold.
For concreteness, we will focus in this work on distinguishing “fat” QCD jets from
1.0other types of heavier, boosted resonances decaying to jets. Building on previous work
on top tagging [12], we will concentrate on machine learning algorithms that take jet
CWoLa Hunting
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images as inputs. For signal, we will consider all-hadronic top jets, as well as 400 GeV
0.6gluinos decaying to 3 jets via RPV. Obviously, this is not meant to be an exhaustive
study of all possible backgrounds and signals and methods but is just meant to be a
0.4proof of concept. The idea of autoencoders for anomaly detection is fully general and not
limited to these signals. We will comment on other forms of inputs in section 5. Moreover
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there are many other anomaly detection techniques that are not based on autoencoder
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and/or on reconstruction (loss) which are worth exploring in future work. At the same
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time autoencoders have been recently used in other high energy physics applications:
mj0 [GeV]
mj0 [GeV]
in parton shower simulation [28], for feature selection of a supervised classification [30],
Figure
7. The four features used for machine learning in the signal region, before and after applying
and
automated
detection
of detector
aberrations
in CMS [31].
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A Benchmark Example
LHC Olympics 2020 R&D Dataset
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2629072
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No explicit search at the LHC for this scenario.
Could be hiding in the dijet resonance search at >5sigma significance!!

